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When the old man heard Yun Chujiu’s words, he hurriedly said, “I’m willing, I’m willing, I’m willing to 

follow you out.” Yun chujiu secretly pursed her lips. It was really easy to coax. were all the ancient 

people so simple? “Senior, if that’s the case, then should I put you into the Spirit Beast Bag? Or into the 

ancient Green Jade Bottle? If I put you into the ancient green jade bottle, what about the coffin and the 

little dummy? Besides, how are we going to get out?” The old man’s remnant soul thought for a 

moment and said, “Since I’ve decided to follow you, I naturally trust you. Keep the coffin and my natal 

puppet for me! Just put them into the spirit beast pouch. “Put me into the green jade bottle as well. It’s 

best if I’m with them. That way, I Won’t Be Lonely. “After you keep the coffin, the array here will be 

destroyed, and we will naturally be transported out.” Yun Chujiu was stunned. She did not expect the 

old man’s remnant soul to trust her so much. It seemed that the people of the ancient times were much 

more honest than the people of today! Yun Chujiu did not stand on ceremony. She put the old man’s 

remnant soul into the green jade bottle and then put the coffin and the little dummy into the spiritual 

beast bag. Sure enough, just as she put away the coffin, she felt a white light flash. When she opened 

her eyes again, she was already in a valley. Yun chujiu looked around. She did not know if this place was 

still in the Crimson Cloud Valley, but there were some crimson cloud grass. When Yun Chujiu was looking 

around, she heard someone scream, “The stinky girl is there! She’s really not dead!” Yun chujiu turned 

her head and saw four masked men rushing over. Yun Chujiu estimated that she should be able to kill 

them with all her strength. Since that was the case, killing one would result in a loss. Thinking of this, not 

only did Yun chujiu not run away, but she also rushed towards the four people. Her hands kept waving, 

and the small purple needle shot towards the faces of the four people. The four people had already seen 

the evil power of Yun Chujiu’s small purple needle, so they quickly dodged and also launched a spiritual 

power attack on Yun Chujiu at the same time. The spiritual power of the four people materialized into 

animals, wolves, leopards, eagles, and cranes. Yun chujiu cursed in her heart. Their spiritual power 

materialized was very suitable for them. They were animals! “Stupid girl, I advise you to stop resisting 

stubbornly. You are no match for the four of us!”One of them said arrogantly. Yun chujiu did not say 

anything. She brought out the three-tailed flaming fox king and Xiao Hei, “You haven’t exercised your 

limbs for a long time. Attack!” The four of them looked at the spiritual beast that Yun Chujiu released 

with even more disdain. What could a red flame two-tailed fox and a tailless earth-drilling mouse do? As 

expected, Trash’s spiritual pet was trash as well! After the three-tailed Fox King followed Yun Chujiu, it 

learned to act like a pig to eat a tiger. Therefore, it usually pretended to be a red flame two-tailed fox. 

The first thing the three-tailed Fox King did when it came out was to roar. Those people were 

unprepared, and their spiritual senses were slightly dazed. Yun chujiu took this opportunity to wave her 

hands continuously, several small purple needles stabbed at the four people’s heads. Although two 

people reacted quickly and dodged, the other two people were stabbed directly. Following the explosion 

of the small purple needles, their heads were blasted into a bloody mess. Although they did not die, 

after being slapped away by Xiao Hei, they fell hundreds of feet away and died. The remaining two 

people were stunned when they saw that Xiao Hei could actually slap two people hundreds of feet 

away. 

 


